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Where hygiene  
meets comfort.
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Over 35 years  
of experience. 
For hygiene and 
comfort.

Sophisticated 
technology

TOTO has been producing shower 
toilets longer than any other company, 
selling 40 million around the world so far. 
WASHLET ™ quickly gained  popularity 
after being introduced in the 1980s. 
Today, shower toilets are found in 65 % 
of Japanese households. 

This legacy gives our customers the con
fidence that shower toilets of TOTO have 
developed far past the prototype stage. 
Our WASHLET ™ models are the product 
of over 35 years of expertise and re
present the most advanced WASHLET ™ 
technology available on the market.

More than  
just a shower toilet

Bathing culture has always played a major 
role in Japanese tradition, which is why  
this nation has such high standards for 
hygiene and comfort in the bathroom. 

As the market leader in Japan, TOTO  
constantly works to improve its products –  
and has succeeded tremendously with 
WASHLET ™. It provides a very comforta
ble means of enhancing personal hygiene. 
At the same time, it is extremely hygienic, 
featuring selfcleaning parts or technolo
gies that make it difficult for dirt or waste 
to accumulate. 
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CLEAN  
TECHNOLOGY  
SINCE 1917
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WASHLET ™
For the ultimate feeling  
of clean.

The benefits of  
cleansing with water.

Part of Japanese lifestyle for years, the 
shower toilet is still new to Europeans. 

Cleansing with warm water after using the 
toilet provides an especially clean feeling. 
The special wand jet system is fully adjust
able, allowing users to set the precise 
temperature, position and spray type for 
comfortable intimate cleansing. All easily 
soiled parts of the shower toilet stay clean 
and hygienic. 
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Why choose  
TOTO WASHLET ™ ? 
Because only TOTO  
has thought of everything.

1.  Only TOTO offers the combination  
of the rimless, hygienic toilet bowl, 
Tornado Flush and WASHLET ™.

2.  Only TOTO has a selfcleaning  
shower toilet.

3.  Only TOTO uses the cleaning and 
antibacterial ewater+ function.

4.  Only TOTO offers a shower toilet with 
so many different warm water cleaning 
functions. 

5.  Only TOTO offers intelligent surface 
solutions, including the CeFiONtect  
glaze used on ceramics, as well as  
the siliconebased materials used for  
the toilet seat and wand jet.

6.  Only TOTO has an impressive over 
35 years of WASHLET ™ experience  
you can count on.
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WASHLET ™ 
The ideal combination 
for perfect hygiene.

  Rimless design
Ceramic toilet bowl 
without a rim

  Tornado Flush 
Highly effective two or 
threejet fl ush

  CeFiONtect 
Special glaze with an extra
ordinarily smooth ceramic 
surface for  unparalleled 
hygiene

8



TOTO ceramic 

The ultimate  
feeling of clean.
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WASHLET ™  
Overview

The NEOREST AC 2.0 has 
selfcleaning properties. A 
photocatalytic process breaks 
down all organic substances 
in the inside of the toilet bowl, 
making it practically impossible 
for waste, bacteria and mould 
to accumulate.

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Selfcleaning Actilight function p. 31

> Antibacterial ewater+ feature p. 31

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Sensoractivated lid and flush p. 36

> Heated seat p. 36

> Dryer p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver timer p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

The NEOREST EW 2.0 features 
integrated ewater+ technology. 
Once the toilet is flushed,  
the inside of the bowl is 
sprayed with electrolysed 
water. This system, called 
ewater+ has an antibacterial 
and cleansing effect for the 
ultimate in hygiene. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Antibacterial ewater+ feature p. 31

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Sensoractivated lid and flush p. 36

> Heated seat p. 36

> Dryer p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver timer p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

The SG 2.0 includes all 
standard TOTO WASHLET™ 
features. In addition to the 
 characteristic warm water 
spray, odour absorbing 
deodoriser and dryer, it has 
the new ewater+ feature with 
its antibacterial and cleansing 
effect. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Antibacterial ewater+ feature p. 31

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Sensoractivated lid p. 36

> Heated seat p. 36

> Dryer p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver timer p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

NEOREST AC 2.0  
The premium 
solution for total 
hygiene and 
comfort.

NEOREST EW 2.0  
The ultimate 
solution with 
added hygiene and 
comfort.

SG 2.0 
The allround 
solution with 
added hygiene.

The RX has stunning, clean lines 
and a minimalistic design – but 
still offers all of the hygiene and 
comfort benefits of WASHLET™. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Heated seat p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver timer p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

RX 
A minimalistic, curved 
design option.
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The GL 2.0 offers the 
performance and reliability 
of all TOTO shower toilets, 
including the adjustable spray 
type,  water pressure and 
temperature. Together with the 
added convenience of remote 
control and air filter system, 
this  shower toilet provides 
outstanding comfort and 
 performance. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Heated seat p. 36

> Dryer p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43 

GL 2.0 
The solution with 
added comforts.

EK 2.0 
Beautifully simple 
and easy to use.

The EK 2.0 offers all proven 
WASHLET ™ technologies.  
The warm water spray ensures 
that every user leaves clean and 
fresh, while the control panel 
makes these technologies easy 
to use. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Heated seat p. 36

> Dryer p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

The SX has the same functio
nalities as the RX – the only 
difference is the shape. The 
angular version also includes all 
of TOTO‘s wellknown hygiene 
and comfort features. 

> Individually adjustable wand jet p. 26

> Mist of water prior to use p. 31

> Heated seat p. 36

> Filter p. 36

> Decalcifying function p. 43

> Energy saver timer p. 43

> Energy saver auto p. 43

SX 
A simple, angular 
design option.
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NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
AC 2.0
The NEOREST AC 2.0 is the first shower 
toilet of TOTO with self-cleaning proper-
ties. It features the proven WASHLET ™ 
technologies and also actively combats dirt 
and bacteria.

The NEOREST is available in two versions:  
the NEOREST AC 2.0 (with Actilight 
technology) and NEOREST EW 2.0 (with 
 ewater+ technology). They look the 
same, but work in different ways. Actilight 
 technology utilises an integrated UV light 
and zirconium coating to break down 
 bacteria and dirt. The electrolysed ewater+ 
has an antibacterial and cleansing effect.

The PreMist function helps fight bacteria 
and dirt from the outset. This sprays the 
toilet bowl with water before use, making  
it more difficult for waste to accumulate.

The NEOREST AC 2.0 also has a sensor- 
activated lid which opens and closes by 
itself, an automatic flush and an adjustable 
dryer. The heated seat and deodoriser en-
sure that your visit to the bathroom is more 
pleasant. The wand jet system for personal 
cleansing is, of course, individually adjust-
able and provides unlimited warm water 
thanks to the continuous-flow water heater.

Of course, the NEOREST AC 2.0 toilet 
seat isn’t kept heated at all times. Instead, 
a memory function records the user’s 
preferences for 10 days. The toilet then 
switches to energy-saving mode as 
required.

The water for the NEOREST warm water 
spray is heated by a continuous-flow 
water heater instead of being stored in an 
additional tank. This means unlimited warm 
water for intimate cleansing.

> Planning data p. 46 

> Awards 
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NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
EW 2.0
The NEOREST EW 2.0 is basically 
identical to the NEOREST AC 2.0 – the 
only difference is that the EW 2.0 does 
not feature the self-cleaning Actilight 
technology. 

Before use, the NEOREST EW 2.0 
sprays the inside of the toilet bowl with 
 water – after all, less waste will stick to 
a wet surface. Once the toilet is flushed, 
the WASHLET ™ sprays the bowl with 
electrolysed water. This ewater+ has an 
antibacterial and cleansing effect.

Like the NEOREST AC 2.0, the NEOREST 
EW 2.0 has a sensor-activated lid which 
opens and closes by itself, an automatic 
flush and an adjustable dryer. The heated 
seat and deodoriser ensure that your  
visit to the bathroom is more pleasant. 
The wand jet system for personal cleans-
ing is, of course, individually adjustable. 
All the functions, including the water 
jet temperature, pressure and position, 
can be conveniently adjusted using the 
remote control. 

Of course, the NEOREST EW 2.0 toilet 
seat isn’t kept heated at all times.  
Instead, a memory function records the 
user’s preferences for 10 days. The toilet 
then switches to energy-saving mode  
as required.

> Planning data p. 46 

> Award 
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The SG 2.0 has all the standard features 
available in all other shower toilets of 
TOTO. In addition to the characteristic 
warm water spray, the SG 2.0 has a 
heated seat, an odour-absorbing deo-
doriser, dryer, and the ewater+ function. 
This feature sprays the toilet bowl with 
electrolysed water. The antibacterial 
ewater+ actively breaks down waste.

Instead of being stored in an additional 
tank, the water for the SG 2.0 warm 
 water spray is heated by a continuous-
flow water heater. This means unlimited 
warm water for intimate cleansing.

> Planning data p. 46 

> Award 

 
WASHLET ™ SG 2.0
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WASHLET™ RX combines elegant design 
with TOTO’s consistently high standards 
of hygiene.

The RX model includes an adjustable  
warm water spray, heated seat and 
odourabsorbing deodoriser. It is also 
equipped with the PreMist feature, which 
automatically sprays a fine mist of water 
onto the toilet bowl before use. This helps 
wash away anything that might stick to  
the surface. The seat on WASHLET™ RX  
is made of durable urea resin.

Like all WASHLET™ models, it’s possible 
to save preferred spray settings for two 
users on the remote control and access 
them at the touch of a button. 

> Planning data p. 50 

 
WASHLET ™ RX
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WASHLET™ SX has the same features as 
the RX – the only difference is the shape. 
The angular WASHLET™ SX has an elegant, 
slim urea resin seat and is equipped with 
TOTO‘s proven technologies.

The SX includes the familiar comfort and 
hygiene features TOTO is known for: the 
heated seat, adjustable warm water spray, 
odourabsorbing deodoriser and PreMist 
function.

Like all WASHLET™ models, it‘s possible to 
save preferred spray settings for two users 
on the remote control and access them at 
the touch of a button. 

> Planning data p. 50 

 
WASHLET ™ SX
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WASHLET ™ GL 2.0

The GL 2.0 is available with both hidden 
and side connections. It can be com
bined with various toilets from TOTO.

The GL 2.0 features all TOTO comfort 
technologies, including the adjustable 
warm water spray, temperature control, 
different types of sprays, a heated seat, 
a Deodoriser, and drying function. Two 
users can save preferred settings and 
activate them at the touch of a button 
using the remote control. 

The toilet bowl is sprayed with water 
before use, which makes it more diffi cult 
for dirt and waste to accumulate.

When not used for extended periods of 
time, the GL 2.0 automatically switches 
to energysaving mode.

> Possible combinations p. 44 

> Planning data p. 46
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The EK 2.0 is available with both hidden 
and side connections. It can be com
bined with various toilets from TOTO.

Users can activate all functions using 
the side control panel. It is possible 
to choose the temperature and type 
of the warm water spray, set the seat 
temperature and activate the dryer 
function. The EK 2.0 learns the habits of 
its users and automatically switches to 
energysaving mode on this basis. 

Like all shower toilets of TOTO, it also 
has an automatic, sensoractivated seat.

> Possible combinations p. 44  

> Planning data p. 46 

 
WASHLET ™ EK 2.0
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Comfort spray
The comfort spray is designed to clean 
the rear intimate area. The water jet 
features pleasant, yet strong water 
pressure to target this specifi c area. 
The result: thorough cleansing without 
unnecessary splashing.

WASHLET ™ 
Cleansing functions
Everyone has 
different needs.

Comfort spray

Soft comfort spray

Lady spray

Soft comfort spray
This type of spray is also designed 
to clean the rear intimate area. It has a 
larger radius to cover more space. 
Low water pressure makes for a soft, 
comfortable spray.

Front Wash
The front wash consists of large, 
soft drops for comfortable intimate 
cleansing – for a clean, fresh feeling.

Warm water spray

26
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Oscillating comfort spray

Pulsating Massage function

Warm water spray

Oscillating comfort spray
The oscillating comfort spray can 
be activated in addition to the other 
spray types. The wand jet moves in 
and out for especially thorough 
cleansing over larger areas – for a 
feeling of ultimate clean.

Pulsating Massage spray
You can also choose the massage 
function. The water pressure switches 
automatically between soft and hard.

Adjustable water pressure
The water pressure of the spray 
can be adjusted in fi ve levels 
to meet the needs of each user.

Adjustable position
The position of the wand jet can 
be adjusted and adapted as 
required for each user – because 
 everyone’s different.

Continuous-fl ow water heater
Our WASHLET™ models  NEOREST 
AC 2.0, NEOREST EW 2.0 and 
SG 2.0 feature a continuousfl ow water 
heater to provide unlimited water for 
intimate cleansing. 

WASHLET ™ 
Cleansing functions
Everyone has 
different needs.

28
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WASHLET ™ 
Hygiene functions 
PreMist, ewater+ 
and Actilight

PreMist 

The PreMist function ensures the 
 greatest possible hygiene from the very 
fi rst moment. The toilet bowl is sprayed 
with water prior to use. This fi ne fi lm of 
water over the CeFiONtect glaze helps 
eliminate dirt and waste 80% better with 
each fl ush. This makes the toilet easier 
to clean without the need for aggressive 
cleansers, and improves overall hygiene. 

ewater+

Once the toilet has been fl ushed, 
electrolysed ewater+ is being sprayed 
onto the toilet bowl, which has an 
antibacterial and cleansing effect. It 
is absolutely safe for the environment 
and can be returned to the water cycle 
without worry.

Actilight

The selfcleaning toilet bowl uses a 
photocatalytic process, which requires 
two components – UV light and the 
special zirconium coating. This is why 
the  NEOREST AC 2.0 features a UV light 
integrated into the lid of the toilet bowl. 
The UV light automatically switches on 
once the sensoractivated lid is closed. 
All organic substances in the toilet bowl 
are broken down, and the toilet remains 
clean for a much longer period of time.

31



NEOREST EW 2.0 & SG 2.0

NEOREST AC 2.0

WASHLET ™  
Hygiene functions 
PreMist, ewater+  
and Actilight

ewater+

The toilet bowl is being 
sprayed with regular water 
and following use with 
 electrolysed water. ewater+ 
has an antibacterial and 
cleansing effect.

PreMist
The PreMist function en
sures the greatest possible 
hygiene from the very first 
moment. The toilet bowl is 
sprayed with water prior to 
use. This fine film of water 
over the CeFiONtect glaze 

helps eliminate dirt and 
waste 80% better with 
each flush. This makes 
the toilet easier to clean 
without the need for 
aggressive cleansers, and 
improves overall hygiene. 

1. 
The sensoractivated 
lid lifts automatically. 
The ceramic is sprayed 
with regular water prior 
to use (PreMist). 

4.  
Electrolysed ewater+ 
is being sprayed onto 
the ceramic after 
usuage. This has an 
antibacterial and 
cleansing effect.

2.  
The water film makes 
it difficult for dirt and 
waste to stick to the 
surface. The deodoriser 
is activated.

3.  
The Tornado Flush 
effectively cleans the 
toilet with a powerful 
whirlpool of water 
from three jets.
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NEOREST EW 2.0 & SG 2.0 (ewater+)

Actilight

The combination of zirconium
coated ceramic and UV light 
triggers a photocatalytic 
 process that completely 
destroys waste and bacteria. 
The toilet literally cleans itself.

5.
The ceramic features 
a special zirconium 
coating, which is 
especially durable and 
hydrophilic. Water eas
ily washes away and 
eliminates the waste.

8. 
The Actilight function 
keeps the toilet clean 
for a much longer 
period of time. If not 
in use for eight hours, 
ewater+ is automatical
ly being sprayed onto 
the bowl and the UV 
light in the lid switches 
on.

6. 
Once the toilet lid is 
closed, the integrated 
UV light turns on for 
an hour.

7. 
The interplay of the 
special coating and 
UV light releases acti
vated oxygen, which 
breaks down waste 
without attacking the 
surface – a process 
that is completely safe 
for the environment.
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43°

Self-cleaning wand jet

The shower toilet automatically cleans 
the wand jet before and after each use. 
The WASHLET ™ wand jets are made 
of a material containing silicone, which 
makes them both antibacterial and 
extremely resistant to dirt. It is extremely 
diffi cult for anything to stick to the wand 
jet when wet – making it impossible for 
waste to accumulate. Thanks to this 
feature, TOTO is able to clean its wand 
jet system using only water – without any 
chemical additives. WASHLET ™ does not 
need to be fi lled with substances to clean 
the jet. 

The ewater+ WASHLET ™ models use 
regular and antibacterial ewater+ to clean 
the wand jets.

Wand jet position

The jet extends at an angle, which keeps 
it from getting dirty. The soiled water 
falls directly into the toilet bowl at an 
angle of 43 degrees, which keeps the jet 
clean.

WASHLET ™ 
Hygiene functions
Improved hygiene 
for greater comfort.

Material without silicone

Wand jet cleaning

Material containing silicone
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Clean toilet seat

The toilet seat also consists of a 
special siliconebased material with 
dirtresistant properties. The top and 
bottom of the toilet seat is coated 
with a dirtresistant silicone alloy – 
for easier cleaning that lasts longer.

Seat without silicone Seat with silicone

Covered wand jet

The wand jet disappears completely 
under a hygienic fl ap, keeping it free of 
faeces and urine.

Hygienic wand jet

–  Positioned above the ceramic bowl – 
away from the “action”

–  Cannot come into contact with urine 
or faeces after use

–  Cannot come into contact with 
fl ushing water

–  A higher position protects the wand jet 
and components from being affected 
by rising water due to a clogged toilet

WASHLET™ – wand jet above the ceramic bowlConventional shower toilet – 
Wand jet within the toilet bowl
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WASHLET ™  
Comfort functions 
Your well-being  
is our top priority.

Easy and convenient  
to use.

Sensor-activated features
The sensoractivated lid opens automa
tically when someone nears the device and 
closes after use. The NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
 models also have a sensoractivated flush.

Heated seat
The heated seat can be set to the desired 
temperature.

Remote control
The remote control makes all functions  
easy to use and adjust. Several models 
include a memory function to save preferred 
settings for up to two users. 

Dryer
The individually adjustable dryer follows the 
warm water spray to ensure a dry, clean 
overall feeling.

Deodoriser
The deodoriser effectively cleans the air 
around the toilet using powerful filters.  
Air is drawn in, passing through an ionised 
carbon filter to eliminate unpleasant odours.

Side night lights
People who do not want to turn on the 
bright bathroom light at night can choose  
a model featuring nightlights on the sides.  
A soft light on the sides of the toilet provides 
enough brightness to see and also helps 
people fall asleep again more quickly. 

36
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Benefits of  
TOTO ceramic.

Tornado Flush
An important feature of every TOTO 
 toilet is the Tornado Flush. Three jets 
create a powerful whirlpool of water in 
the toilet bowl, like a tornado, effectively 
cleaning every inch. The power of the 
water is bundled and strengthened in 
a single direction. No spot in the toilet 
bowl is left untouched. As a result, it is 
practically impossible for bacteria, germs 
and waste to accumulate. 

Hygiene, setting  
new standards.

Hygiene report
TOTO commissioned a comparative 
study* of a conventional toilet and the 
TOTO toilets with Tornado Flush. 

The results showed that these TOTO 
toilets are especially suitable for use in 
hygienecritical areas, such as hospitals, 
care facilities and heavily used toilets. 

Another finding showed that the  
Tornado Flush on the rimless TOTO  
toilet eliminated all waste and organisms 
from the surface with the very first flush.

  To read the complete report, go to:  
http://gb.toto.com

“It was possible to thoroughly clean the 
ceramic surface and eliminate all soiled areas 
on the ceramic surfaces of the TOTO toilets 
quickly, easily and without great effort.  
For this reason, only very little time is needed 
for cleaning.”

“ … The TOTO CW762Y and CW132Y rimless 
toilets […] are superior to the conventional 
toilet with rim and standard flush.”

Prof. Dr. med. Klaus-Dieter Zastrow 
Doctor for hygiene and environmental medicine

 
Toilet functions
Perfect hygiene is  
the TOTO standard.
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Toilet functions
Perfect hygiene is  
the TOTO standard.
Benefits of  
TOTO ceramic.

Rimless design
Rimless toilet bowls are a standard fea
ture of all TOTO toilets. As a result, there 
are no difficulttoreach areas below the 
edge in which bacteria and waste can 
accumulate, for quicker, easier and more 
thorough cleaning.

CeFiONtect glaze
All TOTO ceramics are treated with  
the extremely durable and smooth 
CeFiONtect glaze. While  conventional 
ceramics are normally coated (not 
glazed) and still have a rough surface, 
CeFiONtect provides an outstanding 
level of hygiene – making it practically 
impossible for dirt, waste and mould to 
accumulate. CeFiONtectglazed surfaces 
can be cleaned using microfiber cloths 
without eroding the glaze over time.

SBZ Flush test Winner
SBZ magazine teamed up with the Ess
lingen University of Applied Sciences to 
test the flush attributes of toilets from all 
prominent manufacturers. TOTO ranked 
first with all of its models, with the SG 2.0 
toilet earning the highest marks in the 
test overall. The TOTO toilets all had 
outstanding flush characteristics and do 
not produce any spray when installed 
accordingly.
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Eco functions
For the environment and  
safe drinking water.

Decalcification

It is possible to decalcify all TOTO 
shower toilets. For the NEOREST AC 2.0, 
NEOREST EW 2.0 and SG 2.0 models, 
simply fill with a TOTOrecommended, 
conventional decalcifying agent and  
start the decalcifying programme.  
It is possible to remove the wand jet  
for decalcification on the RX, SX, GL 2.0 
and EK 2.0 models. 

Energy savers

TOTO shower toilets feature two types 
of energy savers. Energy saver timer 
allows you to set a time at which the 
shower toilet is set to standby mode. 
With energy saver auto, it records its 
users’ habits and automatically selects 
the best time for standby mode.

EN 1717 standard for 
drinking water safety

Toilet water is rated as a hazard class 5 
liquid in accordance with EN 1717.  
This standard describes the necessary 
precautions that a device must fulfil in 
order to secure the quality of drinking 
water. All TOTO shower toilets are 
 intrinsically safe and have a family A, 
type B backflow prevention device in 
line with DIN EN 13077. This keeps 
non potable water from flowing back 
into drinking water systems without any 
additional installation required.
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Comfort spray rear

Comfort spray rear

Comfort spray front wash

Oscillating comfort spray

Massage spray

Adjustable water pressure

Adjustable position
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Actilight

ewater+

PreMist

Selfcleaning wand jet

Selfcleaning wand jet with ewater+

Deodoriser – Air cleaning fi lter system

Wand jet material keeps dirt from accumulating *

CeFiONtect glaze     

Rimless design     

Tornado Flush     

Seat material keeps dirt from accumulating *
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Nightlight

Sensoractivated lid

Sensoractivated fl ush

Softclosing seat

Remote control

Dryer with adjustable temperature

Heated seat with adjustable temperature

Memory function for two people

Continuousfl ow water heater   

E
co

Energy Saver Timer

Energy Saver Auto

Decalcifying function    1    1    1      2      2      2      2

*  siliconebased alloy

WASHLET ™ functions
Overview 

NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
AC 2.0

NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
EW 2.0

1   decalcifi cation programme 2  removable wand jet
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Comfort spray rear

Comfort spray rear

Comfort spray front wash

Oscillating comfort spray

Massage spray

Adjustable water pressure

Adjustable position
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Actilight

ewater+

PreMist

Selfcleaning wand jet

Selfcleaning wand jet with ewater+

Deodoriser – Air cleaning fi lter system

Wand jet material keeps dirt from accumulating *

CeFiONtect glaze     

Rimless design     

Tornado Flush     

Seat material keeps dirt from accumulating *

C
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 f
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ct
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s

Nightlight

Sensoractivated lid

Sensoractivated fl ush

Softclosing seat

Remote control

Dryer with adjustable temperature

Heated seat with adjustable temperature

Memory function for two people

Continuousfl ow water heater   

E
co

Energy Saver Timer

Energy Saver Auto

Decalcifying function    1    1    1      2      2      2      2

WASHLET ™ RX WASHLET ™ GL 2.0
with side or hidden 
connections

WASHLET ™ SX WASHLET ™ EK 2.0
with side or hidden 
connections

WASHLET ™ SG 2.0
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Comfort spray flow rate 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0,27 to 0,43 l / min 0,27 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min

Soft flow rate 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0,32 to 0,43 l / min 0,32 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.58 l / min 0.29 to 0.58 l / min

Lady shower flow rate 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0,29 to 0,43 l / min 0,29 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min

Continuousflow water heater

Warm water tank 0.75 l 0.75 l

Warm water supply unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited 40 seconds 40 seconds

Adjustable water temperature 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 35 to 40 °C

Water tank reheating time approx. 10 min approx. 10 min

C
o

m
fo

rt

Heated seat, individually adjustable temperature 28 to 35 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 36 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 36 °C 28 to 36 °C

Deodoriser – Filter system performance
normal 0.09 m3/min,  
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min,  
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min,  
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0,09 m3/min,  
power 0,16 m3/min

normal 0,09 m3/min,  
power 0,16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min,  
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min,  
power 0.16 m3/min

Dryer with adjustable temperature
35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0,29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0,29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C 
approx. 0.27 m3/min

35 to 55 °C 
approx. 0.27 m3/min

C
o
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n
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/ P
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s

Power outlet required   

Water connection pressure 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar

Power input 1,289 – 1,527 W 1,289 – 1,527 W 1,289 – 1,527 W 1.289 – 1.527 W 1.289 – 1.527 W 278 – 323 W 278 – 323 W

Connection limits 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

E
co EN 1717 (Drinking water safety)

Technical data 
Overview  

NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
AC 2.0

NEOREST WASHLET ™ 
EW 2.0
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Comfort spray fl ow rate 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0.27 to 0.43 l / min 0,27 to 0,43 l / min 0,27 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min

Soft fl ow rate 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0.32 to 0.43 l / min 0,32 to 0,43 l / min 0,32 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.58 l / min 0.29 to 0.58 l / min

Lady shower fl ow rate 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0.29 to 0.43 l / min 0,29 to 0,43 l / min 0,29 to 0,43 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min 0.29 to 0.60 l / min

Continuousfl ow water heater

Warm water tank 0.75 l 0.75 l

Warm water supply unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited 40 seconds 40 seconds

Adjustable water temperature 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 30 to 40 °C 35 to 40 °C

Water tank reheating time approx. 10 min approx. 10 min

C
o

m
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rt

Heated seat, individually adjustable temperature 28 to 35 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 36 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 35 °C 28 to 36 °C 28 to 36 °C

Deodoriser – Filter system performance
normal 0.09 m3/min, 
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min, 
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min, 
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0,09 m3/min, 
power 0,16 m3/min

normal 0,09 m3/min, 
power 0,16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min, 
power 0.16 m3/min

normal 0.09 m3/min, 
power 0.16 m3/min

Dryer with adjustable temperature
35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0,29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0,29 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.27 m3/min

35 to 55 °C
approx. 0.27 m3/min

C
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n
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n

s 
/ P

ip
e

s

Power outlet required   

Water connection pressure 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar 1 to 10 bar

Power input 1,289 – 1,527 W 1,289 – 1,527 W 1,289 – 1,527 W 1.289 – 1.527 W 1.289 – 1.527 W 278 – 323 W 278 – 323 W

Connection limits 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz 220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

E
co EN 1717 (Drinking water safety)

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0
with side or hidden 
connections

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0
with side or hidden 
connections

WASHLET ™ SG 2.0 WASHLET ™ RX WASHLET ™ SX
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WASHLET ™

NEOREST WC AC 2.0
wall-hung, with Zirco-
nium coating
CW996PVD#NW1 *

NEOREST WC EW 
wall-hung
CW994P#NW1

WC SG
wall-hung
CW512YR

WC RP
wall-hung, 
only for 
WASHLET™ RX 
CW542EY

WC SP, 
wall-hung, 
only for  WASHLET™ 
SX CW522EY

WC MH 
wall-hung 
only for  WASHLET ™ 
with hidden 
connections
CW162YH

WC MH
wall-hung
CW162Y

WC MH
back-to-wall, 
fl oor-standing
CW163Y

WC MH
close coupled
CW161Y

WC NC
wall-hung
CW762Y

WC NC
back-to-wall, 
fl oor-standing
CW763Y

WC ES
wall-hung
CW797

NEOREST WASHLET ™ AC 2.0
TCF996RWG, TCF996RWSW (CH) *

NEOREST WASHLET ™ EW 2.0
TCF994RWG, TCF994RWSW (CH) *

WASHLET ™ SG 2.0
TCF403REGV1 *

WASHLET ™ RX
TCF79CG

WASHLET ™ SX
TCF796CG

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 with side connections
TCF6532G#NW1, TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH) *

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0 with side connections
TCF6632G#NW1, TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH) *

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6532C3GV1

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6632C3GV1

WASHLET ™ / WC
Combinations

C
er

am
ic

* varying article numbers for the U.K.
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NEOREST WC AC 2.0
wall-hung, with Zirco-
nium coating
CW996PVD#NW1 *

NEOREST WC EW 
wall-hung
CW994P#NW1

WC SG
wall-hung
CW512YR

WC RP
wall-hung, 
only for 
WASHLET™ RX 
CW542EY

WC SP, 
wall-hung, 
only for  WASHLET™ 
SX CW522EY

WC MH 
wall-hung 
only for  WASHLET ™ 
with hidden 
connections
CW162YH

WC MH
wall-hung
CW162Y

WC MH
back-to-wall, 
fl oor-standing
CW163Y

WC MH
close coupled
CW161Y

WC NC
wall-hung
CW762Y

WC NC
back-to-wall, 
fl oor-standing
CW763Y

WC ES
wall-hung
CW797

NEOREST WASHLET ™ AC 2.0
TCF996RWG, TCF996RWSW (CH) *

NEOREST WASHLET ™ EW 2.0
TCF994RWG, TCF994RWSW (CH) *

WASHLET ™ SG 2.0
TCF403REGV1 *

WASHLET ™ RX
TCF79CG

WASHLET ™ SX
TCF796CG

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 with side connections
TCF6532G#NW1, TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH) *

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0 with side connections
TCF6632G#NW1, TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH) *

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6532C3GV1

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6632C3GV1
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NEOREST AC 2.0   TCF996R
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NEOREST EW 2.0   TCF994R
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SG 2.0    TCF403REGV1

required accessories:  
NEOREST WC AC 2.0, wallhung 
CW996PVD#NW1, Push plate E00003 
or Push plate E00005, Motor unit for 
automatic flushing E00004, installation 
frame from TECE 9.300.044

required accessories:  
NEOREST WC EW wallhung 
CW994P#NW1, Push plate E00003 or Push 
plate E00005, Motor unit for automatic 
flushing E00004, installation frame from 
TECE 9.300.044

NEOREST WASHLET ™ AC 2.0
incl. remote control

NEOREST WASHLET ™ EW 2.0
incl. remote control

WASHLET ™ SG 2.0
incl. remote control

required accessories:  
WC SG, wallhung CW512YR,  
Metallic cover SG 7EE0007 or  
Resin cover SG 9AE0017;  
we recommend upgrade set T9880039A 
for a simplified installation

Accessories* 

Technologies

Planning data

Article*

WASHLET ™

>  TCF994RWG

>  TCF994RWSW (CH)

>  CW994P#NW1 WC

>  TCF996RWG

>  TCF996RWSW (CH)

>  CW996PVD#NW1 WC

>  TCF403REGV1

>  CW512YR WC

* varying article numbers for the U.K.
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 SX   TCF796CG
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GL 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6532C3GV1

EK 2.0 with hidden connections
TCF6632C3GV1
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WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 
with side or hidden connections
incl. remote control, 
seat with soft closing function

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0 
with side or hidden connections
seat with soft closing function

with side connections

>  TCF6632G#NW1

>  TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH)
with hidden connections

>  TCF6632C3GV1

with side connections

>  TCF6532G#NW1

>  TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH)
with hidden connections

>  TCF6532C3GV1

>  Tips on preparing the hidden connections, connection positions and planning 
data for WASHLET ™ GL 2.0 / EK 2.0 with side connections are available on the 
TOTO website: gb.toto.com > Planning data and product information

Accessories* 

Technologies

Planning data

Article*

WASHLET ™
WASHLET ™ RX
incl. remote control

WASHLET ™ SX
incl. remote control

>  TCF794CG

>  CW542EY (WC)
>  TCF796CG

>  CW522EY (WC)

with side connections
can be combined with all TOTO MH, NC 
and ES WCs; we recommend  pre-wall 
installation set from TECE 9300000 
(1,120 mm), 9300022 (980 mm) or 9300001 
(820 mm), upgrade set from TECE 9880039 
and push plate E00022 
with hidden connections
required accessories: WC MH, wall-hung 
only for WASHLET ™ CW162YH, Connecting 
set for  WASHLET ™ RX, SX, GL 2.0 / EK 2.0 
with hidden connections, for Geberit-
installation frame SP10695UR

with side connections
can be combined with all TOTO MH, NC 
and ES WCs; we recommend  pre-wall 
installation set from TECE 9300000 
(1,120 mm), 9300022 (980 mm) or 9300001 
(820 mm), upgrade set from TECE 9880039 
and push plate E00022 
with hidden connections
required accessories: WC MH, wall-hung 
only for WASHLET ™ CW162YH, Connecting 
set for  WASHLET ™ RX, SX, GL 2.0 / EK 2.0 
with hidden connections, for Geberit-
installation frame SP10695UR

required accessories: 
WC RP, wallhung, only for  WASHLET™ RX 
CW542EY, Connecting set for  WASHLET ™ 
RX, SX, GL 2.0 / EK 2.0 with hidden 
connections, for Geberit-installation frame 
SP10695UR 

required accessories: 
WC SP, wallhung, only for WASHLET™ SX 
CW522EY, Connecting set for  WASHLET ™ 
RX, SX, GL 2.0 / EK 2.0 with hidden 
connections, for Geberit-installation frame  
SP10695UR
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What you should know. 
Questions  
and answers.

What technical aspects  
do I need to consider? 
Your plumber and electrician need 
to provide extra power and water 
connections in advance. 

Who can install the  
shower toilet? 
Trained and certified plumbers  
are fully capable of installing 
shower toilets. 

How can I find the closest 
plumber or retailer? 
You can find retailers and  
certified plumbers on our website 
(eu.toto.com).

Can I upgrade my toilet  
to a shower toilet? 
If you have the necessary power 
and water connections, it is 
possible to upgrade at any time. 
Please consult this brochure  
to see which WASHLET ™ models 
fit on which toilets.

How can I decalcify WASHLET™? 
It’s easy to decalcify your own 
WASHLET™. There are different 
options available depending on the 
model. For more details, please  
see the instructions for your model 
or our website: eu.toto.com.

Where can I try one? 
Use the WASHLET ™ finder  
on our website (eu.toto.com)  
to see where the nearest  
publicly accessible WASHLET ™ 
model is located. 

Why should I choose a  
TOTO shower toilet? 
TOTO produces the most 
technically sophisticated shower 
toilets on the market today.
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Publishing details

WASHLET ™ technologies

  Warm water nozzle
An  individually  adjustable wand system 
with  selfcleaning function

  Heated seat
Individually adjustable temperature

  Deodoriser
Filter system to absorb odours

  Dryer
Jet of warm air

   PreMist
Mist of water sprayed onto the ceramic 
before the toilet is used. Makes it more 
 diffi cult for dirt and waste to accumulate

  Auto functions
Sensorbased technologies

  Actilight
Zirconium coating combined 
with UV light for an anti bacterial effect 
that breaks down waste

  ewater+
Electrolysed  antibacterial  water 
that eliminates bacteria

Conserve resources

  Water-saving
Technologies that save water

  4.5 l fl ush
 Watersaving full fl ush 
uses just 4.5 l 

Hygiene technologies

  Tornado Flush
Highly effective twoor threejet fl ush

  CeFiONtect
 Smooth glaze for a special hygienic 
ceramic surface

  Rimless design
Ceramic toilet bowl without hardtoreach 
areas along the top edge

Comfort technologies

  Auto functions
Sensorbased technologies
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For an explanation of the various technology icons, 
please see the inside cover. 
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Where hygiene 
meets comfort.
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